Session 1 Options

Cultural Differences in a Working World

Many cultures contribute to the uniqueness of our UWG campus community and understanding how to work with our differences is key. This session will focus on strengthening awareness and the impact the cultural differences have on working relationships.

Conflict Resolution

When conflict arises we have the chance to engage in constructive conversation that may lead to a positive outcome. This session will focus on the essentials to embracing conflict as an opportunity for growth and engaging each other to develop your impact.

Session 2 Options

Connecting “U” to UWG – Becoming a UWG All Star: Relationship Management and Service

How do “U” fit into making UWG the best comprehensive university in America – sought after as the best place to work, learn, and succeed? A university of choice requires employees to ‘delight’ the people we serve every day. This session will focus on STAR (Seamless, Trustworthy, Attentive, and Resourceful) qualities that will help you impact who we serve and create positive and defining moments in each relationship.

When Your Passion Meets Your Purpose

Everyone has unique gifts to discover and share. This session will teach you how to identify and understand how your passion and gifts connect to your purpose. In addition, you’ll learn how to integrate that purpose into your daily work to increase your impact at UWG.